IM project proposal: Islands/Seom
1. Artist Statement
Shih-lien Yen I am from Taiwan, an island country of ambiguous political status and inner identity
crisis. The macro history and society demands us to take sides but does not recognize us as
individuals; hence I capture those that are close to me, and the micro moments we share. The
archive of remembrance metamorphoses into experiences the public can also feel, and
empathize. Through audience interaction, their virtual being/ghosts will continue to exist in
people's minds.
My works often form an animated portraiture or landscape structured upon hybrid
mediums and gaming mechanism. They are reflections of a world in heteroglossia. At other
times, they become the blueprint of a reality where making change through artistic expression is
possible.
Christopher Jungwoo Kim –
I have always tried to create a distinctive style in producing videos with my own way of
processes. As I studied in college, I attempted to work with platforms from different sources of
digital media to bring out new and original outcomes.
Music, or sound, is a critical part in my design work. It fascinates me when video and
sounds together bring synergistic effect, and music also became an essential ingredient of my
own process in producing video. Inspiration of video first comes from music, and the rhythmical
inspiration will bring images into my mind. I try to extract an essence from any type of sound,
even if it is just a repetition of a beat, and visualize it through the video.
I also try to convey my ideas and values, but my works do not necessarily reflect my
identity as a whole. Sometimes I purposely adopt the most trendy video design or implement
the latest techniques in my works. In other words, my works are theoretically artistic videos but
are utilizing profitable tools to make their impression more powerful and interesting to the
general public.
For an example, in my course project, I used the latest hologram technique to produce
hologram images of an object. Similarly, I modified projection-mapping technique to project a
randomly distorted video, not a regular 16x9 or 4x3 dimension video, onto a cube or a diamondshaped box. In contrast to their fashionable techniques, my works had sincere and genuine
motives such as self-reflection and brand comprehension.
I, personally, like to use hologram as a platform that can be container of my art. Because
it blends well with reality. It carries a fictional images, but it also reflects reality. That’s why I like
to use it. And also it can be use in theater production. I don’t have an experience of using
hologram in theater production, but I’ll use it someday.

2. Project proposal
1) Name: Shih-lien (Eugene) Yen, Christopher Jungwoo Kim
2) Project Abstract:
Islands/Seom is an AR experience of role-playing combined with world-simulation. The
characters are a series of cubes, each containing the beliefs of a developing artist that we
admire. View the cubes through our custom-made mobile app. See the avatar of your
chosen character reanimate on top and listen to their manifesto. Send them to a virtual
world called Lacus, where they grow organically into unique cityscapes through time and
user-interaction. We are creating the extension/ghost of their existence, and further
transforming it into landscape. Through gaming, we catalyze collaboration with their
persona, against the odds of distance, personalities, and culture.
3) Project description:
Islands/Seom is an archive of developing artists that we are close to and feel inspired by.
The audience enters a room of floating cube block sculptures called Islands. Each cube
encapsulates the perspective, the voice, and the beliefs of one. Every time an audience
interacts with our interpretations of these artists, they will know more about them, and feel
our emotions for these significant individuals.
The user experience is consisted of 2 stages:
An AR experience, the Navis Stage, which the audience view and interact with the
physical setup with provided mobile devices. They explore the room and encounter the
artists, listen to what they want to share, and decide which they would like to send to the
world simulation system called Lacus. An installed-ipad stand is used in the Lacus stage, as a
navigator for landing the avatars on a 3D-animated floating lake, as well as the worldview
control panel. Simulation starts as soon as the first avatar lands. The avatars reveal their
embedded attributes. The world initiate, thrives, and dies within the lifespan of 5 minutes.
The audience observes this organic growth of a landscape in a holodeck, which is a pepper’s
ghost installation.
The process of Islands/Seom started with an interview with each of the developing
artists we chose. We’ve also prepared a questionnaire for them, in which they were asked:
1. Design/describe/or draw on a cube. 2. Write a manifesto. 3. Think of what they would be,
if they were objects. Our memory and recognition of a person is multi-sensorial. To recreate an extended existence of that relies on different areas of artistic focus. Our goal is to
produce a portal, in which the audience can see, hear, recognize these artists. Not just on
literal terms, but a creative treatment that represents them. While we are aware that
perceptions and memories are subjective, we also want to avoid flattening these people
into 2-dimensional stylized characters. The questionnaires and interviews are the
foundation/axis for all of the designs. First, we go from people to text, then from text to a
full-scale interactive experience. The second step is fully dependent on the discipline of
aural, visual content creation, dramaturgy, show control, spatial planning, and algorithmic
processing.

One of the core investigations of Islands/Seom is ‘radical empathy’. The context
of the project originates from personal connections, but we are pushing forward the
feelings and how it may affect the audience. The significance of the interviewees
goes without saying, but may not be understood/felt by the public. Through
gamification and the hybrid of multiple entertainment technologies, such as
augmented reality, pepper’s ghost effect, procedural generation algorithms, tangible
user interface, we’ve created an emotional access to the project’s internal world. We
providing gratification through interaction and plant the ghost of the interviewees in
people’s mind during the process.
The project lands itself within ambiguous grounds. We provoke the audience to
ask us, “Is this a game? Is it an art piece or something else?” Our response is our
challenge. We wish to blur the boundaries. Islands/Seom can be considered both a
personal photo album and also a mesmerizing game of unique world creation.
Reference of C108 usage possibilities:

4) List of Equipment:
80” x 40” Plexi-glass
50” TV *1
Custom designed Holodeck *1
Smart Phone (iPhone) *4
Mac Pro
Headphones*4
Speaker*2

5) Production Schedule:
Time

Activities

Phase

09/25

Project review & overview discussion

discussion

10/02

Research update / Plans for interview / Interview start

discussion

10/8

Interview week / Research update (budget)

discussion

10/15

Interview Analysis / Research update

discussion

10/22

Draftings of sculpture & AR tracking test / Hologram test / ReacTiVision
test / Lake table design

design

10/29

Sculpture design, island + lake animation demo / sound demo / real-time
growths demo

design

11/05-18

Content creation and programming

production

11/19-12/2

Compile and troubleshoot

Testing

12/3

Prototype presentation

presentation

12/10

Revised Prototype presentation / post mortem #1

presentation

1/7/18

Group meeting, review and preview

discussion

1/21/18

Intra-group Presentation / Post mortem #2

discussion

2/4/18

Content creation and programming

Production /
Testing

3/18/18

Compile and troubleshoot / set building

Production /
Testing

4/1/18

Compile and troubleshoot

Testing

4/15/18

Compile and troubleshoot

Testing

4/22/18

C108 Load-in for Integrated Media Thesis Presentation

Install

4/24-28/18

Integrated Media Thesis Presentation

presentation

4/30/18

Lite-scale showcase on Portfolio Review day

Install /
presentation

5/1/18

Digital Art Expo load-in

install

5/2/18

Compile and troubleshoot

Testing

5/3/18

Showcase at Digital Art Expo

presentation

3. Prior work example

